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1. Abstract
This sample presents an efficient instanced tessellation approach for approximating CatmullClark (ACC) subdivision surfaces while DirectX11 class hardware is unavailable. This sample
implements three recent ACC schemes[3,4,5], and their adaptive tessellation.

2. Implementation of ACC Schemes
Catmull-Clark subdivision has become a standard modeling tool for decades. A subdivision
surface starts with a base mesh (also called input mesh, or control cage), constructed by an
artist. This mesh approximates the desired surface. The traditional recursive Catmull-Clark
implementation requires at least 4 refinement steps, which indicates multiple passes on the
modern GPU and large memory bandwidth to pass through the intermediate refined
meshes. A direct patch representation is desired instead. [3,4,5,6] provide such solutions.
The general algorithm is that each face (formed by four vertices in Figure 1.a: Vi, Vi+1, Vi+2,
Vi-1 ) in an input mesh is converted to a polynomial patch representation.
We consider there possible faces in an input mesh:


a regular quad: a quad where all 4 vertices have 4 neighbors, and the adjacent facets
are quads only.



an irregular quad: a quad that is not regular.



a triangle

A regular quad is converted into a bi-cubic patch by the standard B-spline to Bezier
conversion rules(Figure 1 b).
An irregular quad can be converted to one of the following:


a Bicubic patch (Figure 1 c.1) and a pair of tangent patches (Figure 1 c.2) [1], short
as Bezier ACC.



a gregory tensor product patch that has 20 control points. (Figure 1 e), short as
Gregory ACC.



c-patch with 24 control points (Figure 1 d), short as Pm ACC. c-patch[6] is a special
case of Pm-patch[5] where each face in an input mesh is a quad.

A triangle can be converted to one of the following:
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a gregory triangular patch that has 15 control points, also short as Gregory ACC.



a Pm-patch with 19 control points, also short as Pm ACC.
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Figure 1: Patch Conversion
Each ACC scheme needs to derive three types of control points: corner points edge points,
and interior points (“c”, “e”, and “f/b” in Figure 1 respectively).
We implemented all abovementioned ACC schemes, and a feature to compare them with
Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces. We will explain how to use our sample to view the
resulting images from each scheme and the comparison of the correspondent Catmull-Clark
subdivision surface in Section 5.
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3. Instanced Tessellation Approach

Input Mesh

Smooth Surface

After Displacement Mapping

The overall instanced tessellation process consists of 3 major steps:
Step 1: An input mesh is first converted into a set of parametric patches by using an ACC
scheme. The patches are represented by their control points. This step is processed in our
internal baker tool. All control points are stored in a Bezier file and we take it as the input to
our sample.
Step 2: The parametric patches are evaluated based on their types as well as control points.
This evaluation takes place in the vertex shader and generates a smooth surface. In the above
figure, blue shows the areas converted from irregular quads, and purple indicates the areas
converted from triangles. Instead of one patch evaluation per draw call, we use instancing
technique to greatly save state changes overheads and significantly improve performance.
The idea behind Instanced Tessellation technique is to define a generic refinement pattern
[1] that is replicated for each face of the input mesh. A generic refinement pattern is just a
regular tessellation of the tessellation domain. The index and vertex buffers of this
refinement pattern can be pre-computed for the preset tessellation level. This uniform
tessellation solution only allows rendering tessellated meshes with a fixed level of detail. To
improve performance, a desired tessellation needs to be view-dependent and curvaturedependent. That means we only tessellate the surfaces where needed. For example, using a
higher level of tessellation pattern for the patches closer to the camera, and those patches
define more curved surfaces.
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In adaptive tessellation, tessellations factors differ among patches. We pre-compute
tessellation patterns for all possible tessellation factors. For simplicity, all tessellation factors
have to be power of 2. Each tessellation pattern is stored into one bucket. Multiple draw
calls are issued so that each draw call renders the patches that are in the same bucket. Then
the patches within each bucket are rendered simultaneously using a different refinement
pattern with the corresponding level of detail.

The main problem of this approach is that the resulting mesh will have T-Junctions along
the edges of patches with different tessellation levels. Several solutions have been proposed
to solve this problem. We uses a simple approach provided by [2], where T-Junctions are
eliminated by using a snap function that moves boundary vertices and collapses triangles to
make adjacent patches match up correctly. This T-junction elimination process is illustrated
in the figure below.
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Step 3: Displacement Mapping also happens in the vertex shader right after the position and
normal are evaluated. The final lit pixel is calculated in the pixel shader.

5. Running the sample


“Wireframe” checkbox: check it to show the wireframe



“Show Irregular Patches” checkbox: check it to show irregular quadrilateral patches
in blue, and irregular triangular patches in purple.



“Input Mesh” combo box: make selections to see the input mesh.



“Bezier ACC, Gregory ACC, Pm ACC” combo box. Make selections to show
Instanced Tessellation using the chosen ACC scheme.



Two LOD evaluation methods: static, or dynamic. Static method (uniform
tessellation) uniformly tessellates each patch while dynamic method (adaptive
tessellation) wisely choose a LOD for each patch according to viewing distance
from it and its curvature.



The slider for the tessellation level: choose any tessellation level for uniform
tessellation.



The slider for LOD scale: adjust it to scale adaptive tessellation.



Displacement Scale: scales the displaced value in displacement mapping



“Flat Shading” checkbox: check it to turn on flat shading



Display Texture seams



Turn on/off error comparison with Catmull-Clark (CC) subdivision surfaces. We
compare the above three ACC schemes with CC subdivision due to the popularity
of CC in standard modeling packages and feature films. Two error measurements
are provided here. “Geometry Error” measures the difference of the surfaces
positions between an ACC scheme and CC subdivision. To correctly view
“Geometry Error”, make sure that “Displacement Scale” is set to 0. The other
error measurement is called “Normal Error” that shows the normal angle variations
between an ACC scheme and CC subdivision. Since the regular patches in any AC
scheme reproduces CC subdivision surfaces, both geometry error and normal error
are zeroes, indicated in blue.
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